Topical Bibliographies of Publications of Dr. Ören:

M&S Profession:  • **Ethics**
  • **Body of Knowledge**
  • **Taxonomies, Ontologies**
  • **Terminology**

M&S Formalisms:  • **Challenges**
  • **Advanced Methodologies and Normative Views**
  • **Discontinuity** (Model update, Multimodels, Multisimulation
    Personality Update,
    Agents with Personality Update)

M&S and Cybernetics:  • **Cybernetics**

M&S and AI:  • **Synergies**
  • **Synergies of AI with Simulation and Software Engineering**
  • **Agent-Directed Simulation as well as Agents**

M&S Reliability:  • **Quality Assurance and Failure Avoidance in M&S**

M&S Applications:  • **Personality, Emotions, Perception, Anticipation, Ethics, Culture**
  • **Conflict Management - Threat**

Cognitive Informatics:  • **Awareness**
  • **Understanding**

Turkish:  • **Bilişimde Özenli Türkçe**
  • **Özenli Türkçe**